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.;: '.' . Recent data from this laboratoryl)on the polarization of protons elastically scattered from deuterium iri the energy range from 11. 0 to 19.1 MeV,
. 'indicatedthe development of a negative polarization close to the knoi'm minimum " \ in the elastic scattering cross section at ~20o in the centre of mass.
A negative polarization was also observed at the lowest angles investi-:
" . gated in the data obtained at 11. 0 and 13. 
.' ! .....
···t· ,
UCRL-17755', " 'ThecoincidEmce re'quirement:betwe~n ,pulses from E and b.E counters produced very':'. ' '
'.,;clean spectra.'
The E counters were 0.030-in. thick forsinall angle work, and ",,,.:,, "'the col1im,ation system defined an angular acceptance or" 8 LAB
:precession magnetwasu.sed to ,reverse the spin'of the incident proton beam at
vlas found to be entirely 'negligible.
• ~', '.,
,. are presently available below 40 MeV. In the n-d case, however, the theoretical
",.
• .c.
• .
. .,. esting observation can be made fromanex8.mination of small angle p-delastic scattering data in the energy range, from 9.7 to IJ.9 MeV 4 ,5,6), and near the , minimum seen in fig. 1 . ROdberg 7 ) has pointed out that there may be arelation behleen the zeros of polarization and the maxima and minima. in cross-section · data.' Rehas discussed observedpola;rization in terms of the optical model, and found that a spin orbit interaction when introdu,ced as a, small additional part ~o the real central p6tentia,1; can 'reasonably, predict observed asymmetries ,;,hen these are mainly due .to such an interaction.
The present results have, been examined from this,point of view, and data on elastic scattering an~ polarization a't 90 0 centre of mass are used to predict a value for the depth of the spin orbit potential (V so ) using an interaction radius of 1.56 fm. and a value of -43 Mey8) 1'<;>1' the real part, of ' the central inter~ction (V). . ,
. " " j ' ····f .':.:
The value obtained for V . . . . is 1. 0 MeV for an incide\lt nucleon energy· .. , so! . .' .
. :' ...
· 01"11. 6-MeV. . When this value is furthel' used to predict the polarization in results are. thus consistent with spin orbit effects in the p-d interaction.
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